Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD): feasibility of linkage analysis in a genetic isolate using extended and multigenerational pedigrees.
Segregation analyses converge in explaining the predisposition to attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) as the consequence of a major gene and exclude purely environmental or cultural transmission. As a result of the ADHD phenotype restrictions, collection of extended families or design of linkage studies using families has been extremely difficult and thus currently linkage studies have been performed using only concordant or discordant sib-pairs rather than large families. On the other hand, intergenerational studies are represented by the transmission disequilibrium test (TDT) using trios. We collected pedigree data on ADHD from the Paisa community from Antioquia, Colombia, a genetic isolate. The goal of this study was to genetically map a putative gene predisposing to ADHD in a set of 27 multigenerational Paisa families. Here we present the results of a power simulation using SIMLINK to detect linkage of ADHD. ADHD was assumed to be a dichotomous trait with incomplete penetrance and a phenocopy rate of 3% in males and 0.2% in females. We simulated cosegregation of the trait and a marker locus in our pedigrees. We assumed Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibrium, equally frequent marker alleles and evaluated power at several recombination fractions between the trait and marker loci. Also, the ADHD trait was assumed to be genetically heterogeneous and different functions of age-dependent penetrance were simulated. We found exceptionally good power to detect linkage (expected LOD > 14 if theta is 0.1 or less), and that the presence of heterogeneity up to 50% does not affect substantially the projected LOD scores even for a theta recombination value of 0.05 (eLOD > 5.87). Having now obtained blood samples and confirmatory interviews in five families (representing 20% of the projected number of families), we performed a new analysis. The expected mean LOD in these five families reached values close to 10 and remained invariant when heterogeneity and different penetrance models were considered. We discuss the relative benefits of using extended and multigenerational families for genetic mapping studies as opposed to using nuclear families, affected sib pairs or sporadic cases which require the collection of over 1000 analytical units to get the same power exhibited by the small number of pedigrees described here.